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In this short note I establish as an easy corollary to a result of McDiarmid’s [2] 
that if X, Y are bases of an independence space (E, 8) and X, u Xs is a partition 
of X with J Xi 1 < co, then there is a partition Yr U Y, of Y with X1 U YI 
and Xs u Ya both bases of (E, 8). Th is g eneralizes the known result with the 
condition 1 X1 / < cc replacing the condition / E 1 < co, and is the best possible 
of this type. 
THEOREM. Given bases X, Y of an independence space (E, &) and a partition 
X, U X2 of X with j Xl / < co, there is a partition Yl u Yz of Y with Xl U YI 
and X2 U Yz both bases of (E, 8’). 
Proof. In [2], McDiarmid proves that if X, YE & and Xi u X, is a partition 
of X, then there is a partition Yr u Ys of Y with X1 n Yl = X2 n Yz = o 
and X, U Y1 , X, U Ys E 8. If, in addition, X, Y are bases and / X1 1 < CO, 
then X1 U Xs is a basis and Xs u Ya E d and we have 1 Y, i < 1 X1 j . Similarly, 
as Yt U Ys is a basis, Xi u Yi E 8 and 1 Ya 1 < co, we can deduce that 
I Xi ) < 1 Ys 1 . It follows that / Xi 1 = 1 Ys / and that X1 u YI and X, U Yz 
are bases of (E, 8). 
The above result with the stronger condition 1 E / < co was proved at length 
by Greene [l], and then a shortened proof due to Woodall was published [3]. 
(Woodall’s proof trivially extends to the case / X / < co.) The theorem fails to 
hold if all finiteness conditions are dropped. For example in a vector space with 
basis {xi, x2 ,... > the sets X1 = {x1 + x2 , x, + x4 ,... }, xz = {~a , x4 ,... } form a 
partition of a basis X. However, there is no partition Y, u Ya of the basis 
y = {x1 + x2 + x3, x2 + x3,33 + x4 + x5, x4 -t x5 ,...> 
which satisfies the theorem. For assume that Y = Yi u Ya is such a partition. 
Then x, + x2 + xs E Ya (for otherwise X, u Y, fails to span xi); xa + xs E Yr 
(for otherwise X1 u Y, fails to span xs); .z3 + x4 + x5 E Ys (for otherwise 
Xa u Ya fails to span x3); and so on. 
Thus 
YI = {x* + x3 9 x4 + x.5 ,...I 
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and 
But then 
and 
21-1 u YI = {x1 + x2 ) x2 + x3 , x3 + x4 ,... } 
x2 u y2 = {XI + x2 + x3 , x2 , x3 + x4 + x5 , x4 ,...>, 
both of which still fail to span x1 . (Indeed, in this case the sets X1 U Y2 and 
X2 u Y1 are also independent and disjoint unions, and both fail to span x1 .) 
So the above basis exchange theorem is the best possible of its type. 
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